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ABSTRACT
Graphical User Interface Design and Development for a Logic Simulator.
Viplav Nigam
This work develops strategies for design and development of graphical user interfaces
for complex interactive problems. The principals developed are applied to the high level
simulation package, SLSL developed at Lehigh University. Sequential DOS programs
are partitioned into logical units of compiler, simulator and documentor, project options,
simulation options, compiler options, documentor options and fitted into an event driven
programming model. An array of enhancement tools and concepts such a MUltiple
Document Interface, Graphical text editor and Hypertext Help are built to provide an
integrated development environment.
1 INTRODUCTION:
1.1 User Interfaces:
Design of user interface is extremely important problem. According to Myers and
Rosson[6] an average of 48% of the code is devoted to the user interface portion. The
average time spent on the user interface portion is 45% during design, 50%
implementing and 37% during maintenance. Any interface that acts as a medium
between the user and computer can be classified into two categories: character based
or graphical. Character based systems are the traditional terminal based systems, which
as the name suggests, require keyboard input from the users for response processing.
Graphical user interfaces on the other hand are either form based or windows based.
Form based systems were the second generation of the user interface evolution. These
form based systems were created by incorporating screen graphics. Certain portions of
the screen were made sensitive to user input and mouse interactions. Even though this
was a significant advancement from the previous stage, viewing or interacting with
multiple forms concurrently was still limited due to operating systems limitations.
The arrival of Microsoft Windows on DOS platform and X-Windows on UNIX gave a new
look to the graphical user interfaces. This was the third generation of the user interface
evolution. Windows based graphical user interfaces allow users to interact with the
system with a variety of screen objects called widgets managed by a window. Multiple,
managed windows could be opened at the same time depending on the need of the
user.
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1.2 Event Driven Programming:
This style of programming is employed to program graphical user interfaces. The
difference between a traditional sequential program and an event driven program is that
a sequential program once initiated does all the processing and outputs the results and
then ends where as an event driven program when begins goes into an infinite loop and
does processing as and when there is user interaction. The end condition is when the
user himself wants to terminate the program. Programming of windows based Graphical
user interfaces involves event driven programming. Every event has an associated
event handler. An event could be a direct event - where user clicks a mouse button or
uses keyboard for information entering - or it could be an indirect event which is
generated as a result of some other event for example, a timer associated with a widget
generates a time-out event.
1.3 Tools and System Requirements:'
Currently the biggest problem that the designers of user interface face is portability.
Considerable amount of effort and time is spent in rebuilding the system across
platforms. It is always desirable to write code in such a way that minimum effort is
involved in porting. A typical large corporation or educational institution setup ranges
from four to five different platforms, most common of these are MS DOS / Windows,
IBM OS/2 / Presentation Manager, IBM RS6000 / Motif, SUN / Solaris / Openlook,
Macintosh, and a number of UNIX/Motif platforms. With my experience, Neuron Data
Open Interface is a good cross platform application development tool. This means that
once an application has been developed on any of the supported platforms, porting is as
simple as complying with the native system calls, adhering to ANSI standards, and
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without any graphical resources changes recompiling the same source code in any
other Neuron Data supported platform to build an application. This system was
developed using Neuron Data Open Interface 3.0 on Microsoft windows platform. For
building The application Neuron Data toolkit relies on the Microsoft Visual C++ resource
toolkit which is the next generation toolkit of Microsoft software Development Kit with the
C++ compiler with an integrated development environment. Recommended memory for
any windows based application is 8Mb. for good performance, otherwise the application
will run somewhat slow under 4Mb. which is absolutely a minimum. This application
runs on an Intel based PC which runs MSlWindows.
1.4 Statement of the Problem:
Some time back, a high level logic design language, SLSL and DOS based simulator
were developed at Lehigh University. The objective of this thesis is to develop a
"
windows based graphical user interface around the SLSL logic simulator. A need for
Integrated development environment which combined the concept of compilation,
simulation and document (output) is detected which could extend the concept of Logic
simulation in a way so that a friendly user interface could be built around the logic
simulator. A text editor is needed so that mUltiple documents (viewing output or source
code editing or trace file viewing etc.) could be examined concurrently while running the
program. It is also required to maintain two versions of the system; one purely a DOS
based program, portions of which would be called from within the windows interface and
the other, purely a windows based containing program rewritten for windows
compliance. A need was also felt for an interactive help sub-system since the system
had so many components.
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1.5 Outline of the remaining Chapters:
Chapter 2 gives a clear understanding of the basics involved in the design and
development of a graphical user interface system. Care is taken to outline the necessity
of this approach of design in modern day user interface development process. This
chapter also serves as a building block for the work covered in the later chapters. It
gives a clear understanding along with the terminology for the various components
(widgets) that are followed in the rest of the chapters.
Chapter 3 gives the design detail of the various windc;>ws that are' involved in building
this system. Every widget in the corresponding window is discussed. A logical sequence
is followed in the discussion from user point of view. Resource management and design
of the system is discussed. Clear difference between the enhancement and productivity
tools such as the windows based text editor, the hypertext help sub-system, the project
options setup window and the functional blocks such compile, simulate and document
(output) window modules are brought about.
Chapter 4 is a graphical representation of the programming details which could only be
brought out through flow charts. This gives an insight of the event driven programming
involved. Finally Chapter 5 concludes the work. Appendix A is a detailed programming
guide for the descriptive language for logic simulation.
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2 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE PRINCIPALS AND DESIGN:
2.1 Principles of User Control:
One of the most important principles of user interface design is that the user interface
should be intuitive so that the user should always be in control of the application, not
vice versa [1]. This principle can be understood in many ways.
/'
Applications should always be as interactive as possible. Long waits while processing
should be avoided. Instead same functionality should be achieved in broken down
functions where processing is more visible to the user or at least provide the user the
ability to work with the other components of the interface. Applications should avoid
modes that severely restrict the interactions available to the user at any given time. If
these modes must be used, they should be visually obvious and easy to learn, and easy
to get out of.
Users should be able to customize aspects of the interface to match their work style.
Because users' abilities and preferences differ, users should be able to customize
aspects of the application, including aesthetic qualities (for example color) and function
(for example content and structure of menus, though this could be rather restrictive in
some cases).
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The interface should facilitate the users tasks rather than calling attention to itself. The
best interface is often one that is hardly noticed. Users want to accomplish tasks, not to
use computers. They want to run simulations, build systems, write letters, calculate
profits, manage projects, and prepare presentations, not to slide scroll boxes, open
drop-down lists, pull down menus, and navigate among dialog boxes.
2.1.2 Design should be consistent:
Applications should build on users' real-world experience by exploiting concrete
metaphors and natural mapping relationships. The use of familiar concepts and
metaphors reduces the amount of new material that users must learn and makes
applications easier to use. Provide consistent, unambiguous, concrete, informative
feedback to reinforce the conceptual model [2].
Each application should be conceptually, linguistically, visually, and functionally
consistent with itself and with other applications. This consistency benefits users by
reducing their time spent learning, and benefits designers and developers by allowing
them to reuse standard interface elements to quickly produce well-designed
applications.
Occasionally the goals of cross-platform consistency and within-platform consistency
can conflict. For example, two platforms may provide different interfaces for
accomplishing the same function. In such cases, within-platform consistency should be
given priority, because most users only work within one platform.
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2.1.3 Interface should be Aesthetically pleasing:
Both aesthetic appeal and visual clarity can be substantially enhanced by attention to
basic graphic design principles concerning spatial grouping, contrast, and three-
dimensional representation. The best interfaces combine powerful yet accessible
functionality with a pleasing appearance.
2.1.4 Interface Forgiveness:
Users like to explore an application and learn by trial and error. Self-motivated learning
can be extremely effective, but users may not always be aware of potential dangers.
Even with the best-designed interface, users make mistakes -- both physical
(accidentally pointing to the wrong command or piece of data) and mental (making a
wrong decision about which command or piece of data to select).
The interface should:
- Accommodate user exploration and mistakes without pain or penalty
-Minimize the opportunities for errors
-Handle errors gracefully.
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Error messages should not imply that the user is at fault; instead, they should state the
problem objectively and offer possible solutions.
2.1.5 Intuitiveness a main criterion in interface design:
User should not be required to calculate information before making a choice (decision).
An optional processed (pre-calculated) form with choices should be presented to the
user so that he makes an instant decision after browsing through the results.
2.1.6 Usability Testing An Application:
Even the most creative and experienced designers cannot always produce the right
interface design on the first try. Sometimes experience in user interface (UI) design can
be a barrier to finding the right solution. When designers are intimately familiar with an
interface, they are removed from the viewpoint of the new or casual user.
It is essential to test new designs on real users and not colleagues from down the hall.
Schedules should include time for interface redesign in light of usability test results.
Time spent in usability testing is time well spent. It is better to uncover interface
problems early in the design stage instead of after a product has been launched.
2.1.7 Context Application:
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Context application is used in designing and testing an interface, it is crucial to keep in
mind the larger context within which the application will be used. For example, will it run
on a stand-alone PC or as part of a network? Will it usually be used alone or with other
applications?
In the increasingly networked and multitasking corporate computer environment of the
1990's, applications that allow easy exchange of data with other users and other
applications will have an enormous advantage over traditional stand-alone applications.
The interface should reflect and simplify this new integration by providing consistent
application data exchange techniques.
2.2 User Input Elements:
The two most basic user input mechanisms are mouse and keyboard input. Most of the
operations are direct where a direct input produces a direct output. In some cases an
input initiates a process an thereafter a automatic response system drives the system or
in the real-time systems where timers and interrupts drive the whole system (usually in
assembly lines and process control engineering units).
2.2.1 Guidelines for Using Mouse Operations:
Mouse operations should not require extraordinary hand-eye coordination from the user.
For example if an object is so small or thin that selecting it by pointing and clicking would
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require extremely precise mouse positioning, provide a "hot zone" around the object to
increase the area where clicking will select the object.
The rapid button-pressing required by double-clicks and double-drags is difficult for
some users. Never use those input techniques as the only means of carrying out
essential operations such as opening files. Do not require the user to point at a moving
target.
2.2.1.1 Mouse Input Table:
Operation Definition
Point Move pointer("hot spot")to
desired screen location.
Press Press and hold the button.
Click Press and release button
without moving mouse.
Obi-click Press and release button
twice within specified
interval, without moving
mouse.
Drag Press button and hold
while moving mouse.
Obi-drag Press button twice and
hold while moving mouse.
Usage (Using Button 1)
Navigates; prepares for
selection or for operation
of control.
Identifies object to be
selected.
Selects insertion point or
items; operates control;
activates inactive window or
control.
Shortcut for common
operations, for example,
activates icon, opens
file, selects word.
Identifies range of objects;
moves or re-sizes items.
,Identifies selection by
larger unit (for example,
words).
Table 2.1 Mouse Input Table
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2.2.2 Guidelines for Using Keyboard Operations:
The main categories of keyboard input involve pressing types of keys:
2.2.2.1 Text keys:
Text keys can be defined as the alphanumeric (a-z, 0-9), punctuation, symbol, TAB, and
ENTER keys; and the SPACEBAR.
In applications with text-entry modes, pressing a text key in text mode causes the
corresponding character to appear on the screen. (TAB and ENTER may not be visible
except in certain views.)
In non-text-entry modes, these keys can be used as shortcuts for other operations. For
example: choosing tools from a toolbox or selecting an item with a matching first letter
from a list.
Some text keys have multiple uses:
-TAB is also used for navigation.
-ENTER is also used to press the default button in dialog boxes.
-The SPACEBAR is also used as the default Select key for explicit keyboard selection.
2.2.2.2 Editing keys:
See the following Editing Keys Table
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Key
DEL
Backspace
Ins
Table 2.2 Editing Keys Table
Function
-If there is a selection: Deletes entire
selection.
-If there is an insertion point, no selection:
Deletes character to right of insertion
point.
-If there is a selection: Deletes entire
selection.
-If there is an insertion point, no selection:
Deletes character to left of insertion point.
Toggles between Insert mode (new text
characters push old ones to right) and
Overtype mode (new text characters
overwrite old ones).
2.2.2.3 Mode keys:
They change the action of other keys there are two kinds of mode keys - toggle and
modifier keys.
A toggle key turns a particular mode on or off each time it is pressed and released. For
example, the. INS key toggles between Insert mode (in which new text characters push
old ones to the right) and Overtype mode (in which new characters overwrite old ones).
See table of the principal toggle keys. Function keys may also be used to toggle
modes.
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Key
INS
CAPS LOCK
NUM LOCK
SCROLL LOCK
Fa
SHIFT + Fa
Function
Toggles between Insert mode (new text characters push old
ones to right) and Overtype mode (new text characters
overwrite old ones).
Pressing alphabetic key yields uppercase.
Numeric keypad keys yield numbers rather than direction.
Navigation keys scroll data without moving cursor; existing
selections are preserved.
Toggles Extend mode. In this mode, selection behaves as if
the SHIFT key is locked down for all direction keys and
mouse actions.
Toggles Add mode, which allows disjoint selection through
the keyboard. In Add mode, navigation keys move the focus
without affecting existing selections, and pressing the
SPACEBAR toggles the selection state of an item.
Table 2.3 Toggle key Table
The modifier keys are SHIFT, CTRL, and AL1. Like toggle keys, modifier keys change
the actions of other keys. Unlike toggle keys, however, the mode established by a
modifier key remains in effect only while the key is pressed down. In other words, the
mode is "spring-loaded," and the user must actively maintain it.
Spring-loaded modes are preferable to self-maintaining ones, because the active
maintenance required for the former prevents the user from forgetting which mode is in
effect. If you need to switch modes from the keyboard, modifier keys are preferable to
toggle keys, as long as the required actions within the mode can be quickly and easily
accomplished while one hand is occupied by holding down the modifier key. Typically,
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the modifier key is pressed at the beginning of an operation and held down during the
operation if its release cancels or changes the operation.
Key
SHIFT
CTRL
ALT
Table 2.4
Typical Functions
-With alphanumeric keys, yields uppercase or the character
inscribed on the top half of the key.
-With mouse click or navigation keys, extends or shrinks
contiguous selection range.
-With function keys, alters meaning of action (for example, F1
brings up the Help application window, pressing SHIFT-F1
enters the Help mode).
-With mouse click, selects or deselects an item without
affecting previous selections.
-With alphabetic keys, yields shortcuts.
-With navigation keys, typically moves cursor by a larger unit
than the unmodified key.
-With alphabetic key, navigates to the menu or control
marked with that key as a mnemonic.
Modifier Key Table
2.2.2.4 Navigation keys:
The navigation keys are HOME, END, PAGE UP, PAGE DOWN, the four arrow keys
(UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT), and TAB.
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See the table of the functions of these keys, singly and in combination with various
modifier keys. The CTRL+key combination is generally used to move by a larger
increment than the unmodified key. Navigation operations can be assigned to keys
other than those listed in the table (for example, to function keys).
Key Unmodified Key Moves Cursor To... CTRL+Key Moves Cursor
To...
HOME Beginning of line (leftmost position in Beginning of data (top
current line). left position in current field
or document).
END End of line (rightmost position in current End of data (bottom right
line). position occupied by data in
current field or document)
PAGE UP Screen up (previous screen, same Screen left/beginning (top
horizontal position). of window; or, moves left
one screen).
PAGE DN Screen down (next screen, same Screen right/end (bottom
horizontal position). of window; or, moves right
one screen).
UpArrow Up one unit. Up one (larger) unit.
Down Arrow Down one unit. Down one (larger) unit.
Left Arrow Left one unit. Left one (larger) unit.
Right Arrow Right one unit. Right one (larger) unit.
TAB Dialogs: Next field; may move left-right (Not defined.)
or top-bottom, at designer's discretion;
after last field, wraps to first.
(SHIFT+TAB moves in the reverse
order.)
Table 2.5
J
Navigation Keys Table
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2.2.2.5 Shortcut (function) keys:
Shortcut keys or key combinations can be used to provide more rapid access to
frequently performed operations. Function keys and CTRL+Letter combinations are
often used as shortcuts.
ALT+function key combinations are also used with some exceptions. ALT+Ietter
combinations are not recommended as shortcut keys because they provide standard
access to menus and controls.
When selecting function keys or key combinations as shortcuts for actions in an
application, designers should observe the following guidelines:
Assign single keys for frequently performed, small-scale tasks. For example, if the
application contains a command to split a window, a single function key such as F6 can
be used to move from one pane to another.
Assign SHIFT key combinations for actions that extend or are complementary to the
actions of a key or key combination used without the SHIFT key. For example, if F6
moves from one pane to another in a clockwise direction, SHIFT+F6 moves through the
panes in a counterclockwise direction.
Assign CTRL key combinations for infrequent actions or for tasks that represent larger-
scale versions of the tasks assigned to the unmodified key. For example, in text, LEFT
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ARROW moves left by one character, whereas CTRL+LEFT ARROW moves left to the
beginning of the current word (see Navigation Key Table). Similarly, F6 moves
clockwise from one window pane to the next, whereas CTRL+F6 moves clockwise from
one document window to the next (see Function Key Table). Following the guideline for
SHIFT listed above, SHIFT+CTRL+F6 moves counterclockwise through the document
windows.
Avoid assigning ALT key combinations. They are used as mnemonic access characters
for menus, and dialog box controls. You can use ALT+function key combinations except
for ALT+F4 (close application window) and ALT+F6 (move to an application's next open
non-document window). The ALT+TAB, ALT+ESC, and ALT+SPACEBAR assignments
are reserved for system use.
Function keys should not be the first choice for shortcuts. When deciding between a
function key shortcut (with or without a modifier key) and a Modifier+Letter shortcut,
remember that function key shortcuts are easier to localize but may be harder to
remember because they are mapped to functions arbitrarily. Modifier+Letter shortcuts
offer more mnemonic possibilities and are easier to reach on the keyboard. Applications
should use function key shortcuts in addition to Modifier+Letter shortcuts, or for
operations that do not have good mnemonics.
Recommended PC Function Key Assignments Table:
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F1
(No modifier)
Help
SHIFT
Enter Help mode
CTRL
(No recommended
assignment)
ALT
F2, F3 (No recommended assignment)
F4 (No recommended assignment) Close
document
window
Close
application
window
F5 (No recommended assignment)
F6 Move clockwise to
next pane of active
windows
Move
counterclockwise
to next pane of
active window
Move to next Move to
document window, application's
top window moves next open
to bottom of stack. non-
(Adding SHIFT documented
reverses action: window.
previous window (Adding
moves to top.) SHIFT
reverses
order of
movement.)
F7
F8
F9
Toggle Extend
mode
if supported.
(No recommended assignment)
Toggle Add mode, (No recommended assignment)
if supported.
(No recommended assignment)
F10 Toggle menu bar
activation.
F11, F12
(No recommended assignment)
(No recommended assignment)
Table 2.6 Recommended PC Function Key Assignments Table
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2.2.2.6 Escape key:
The ESC key is generally used to terminate a function in process or to cancel a direct
manipulation operation. It is also used to press the Cancel button in a dialog box. Thus
ESC is in some sense the opposite of ENTER, which presses the default button. If
Cancel is the default button (has a bold border), the ENTER key is used to press it.
Applications may also allow the user to press ESC to cancel or interrupt lengthy
operations such as printing.
2.3Window:
Windows are the fundamental interface objects through which data, commands, and
controls are organized and presented to the user. There are three types of windows:
Application windows (modeless), Document windows(modeless) and Dialog
boxes(modal).
2.3.1 Application Window:
Application windows are movable, can be sized, and constitute the fundamental visual
framework for data and commands in an application. Virtually all activity in an
application takes place within the application window, with three exceptions:
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-If the application window has been re-sized so that one of its dialogs or menu drop-
downs will not fit inside it, the dialog or menu drop-down may appear partially outside
the window.
-Movable dialogs may be moved outside the application window.
-The Help window is actually an independent application window and can be moved
outside the primary application window.
Application windows should include a frame that can be sized and a title bar that
contains at least the title of the application, a Control-menu box, and Minimize and
Restore (or Maximize) buttons. Application windows may also include some or all of the
other window components available.
If an application that works with documents operates only on a single view of a single
document at any given time, the document is displayed in the application window, and
the title of the document is displayed in the title bar, after the application title, separated
from it by a hyphen. Applications that permit users to open multiple views or documents
simultaneously can display the different views or documents in document windows,
using the multiple document interface (MOl) rather than the single-document interface
(SOl).
2.3.2 Document Windows (Multiple-Document Interface):
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The multiple-document interface (MOl) allows an application to manage multiple
documents, or multiple views of the same document within the main application window
(also known as workspace) [1]. These views or documents are displayed in separate
windows called "document windows." Document windows may also be referred to by
names that describe the contents of the windows more specifically.
A document window can be manipulated in the same ways as the application window.
Because document windows are movable and can be sized, they have a title bar and a
window frame that can be sized. All document windows must appear within the confines
of the application window's borders. If the user reduces the size of the application,'
window so that it is smaller than a document window, the document window should be
clipped.
A document window title bar mayor may not contain a caption that displays the name of
the document in the window, a Control-menu box, and a Maximize button. Optionally,
applications can allow document windows to be minimized; in this case, a Minimize
button should appear on the title bar of the document window, to the left of the Maximize
button. Minimized windows are represented as icons. Applications should define a
particular space within the application window (typically at the bottom) where the icons
are placed by default, even if the user is allowed to move the icons elsewhere within the
application window.
The Control menu for a document window parallels the Control menu for the application
window. The document window Control menu can be accessed from the keyboard by
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typing ALT, hyphen (or ALT+hyphen). The document's Control menu can also be
accessed through arrow keys, like other menus.
If an MDI application has a menu bar, it should appear within the application window,
along with any application controls (such as ribbons and toolboxes) that apply to all
document windows. Placing these controls in the application window makes them
available to all document windows. Scroll bars, however, are not shared among
document windows; each document window may have its own scroll bar if needed. The
application window has a scroll bar if icons representing minimized document windows
are hidden below the bottom of the application window, or if the application windows
contains a maximized document window that requires scrolling. The title bar of the
application window should show the name of the application but not the name of the
current document, unless the document window is maximized.
2.3.3 Dialog Boxes:
Some application commands require additional information from the user before they
can be completed. For example, if the user selects "File Open," the application needs
the name of the file and where it is stored. If the user does not or cannot supply the
information while issuing the command, the application can request the information by
displaying a special window called a dialog box.
A dialog box contains controls that collect the user's information and choices. These
controls show the attributes of the selected data when the dialog box first opens.
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Dialogs do not generally include menu bars, or window scroll bars, split bars, re-sizing
buttons, status bars, or control bars.
2.4 Menus:
A menu is a list of items from which the user can choose. Each item represents a
command, either explicitly (for example, Cut) or implicitly (for example, Bold, that is,
"apply bold formatting"). All applications that have commands should provide menus to
give the user access to the commands. Match menu structure to task structure [2]. An
application can have any or all of three kinds of menus:
-dropdown (also known as pUll-down) menus on a menu bar,
-popup (also known as contextual) menus, and
-cascading (also known as hierarchical) menus.
2.4.1 Dropdown Menus:
A dropdown menu is represented by a menu title that appears in the menu bar of an
application window. To display the menu, the user can either click on the menu title or
press ALT plus the underlined mnemonic access character in the menu title. Dropdown
menus are by far the most common type of menus in current applications, but future
applications may make increasing use of popup menus.
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When a menu bar is used to provide access to commands in an application, it should be
placed directly under the title bar of the application window. Document windows and
dialogs do not generally have menu bars. The menu bar in the application window
contains the titles of the menus provided by the application. The menus themselves
contain items representing commands. Applications that support more than one
document type may replace one menu bar with another according to what type of
document is displayed in the active window.
2.4.2 Popup Menus:
Popup menus are floating menus that appear when invoked by the user. The items
displayed on the menu depend on where the pointer was located when the button was
pressed; hence, popup menus are also called contextual menus. For example, if the
pointer was positioned over a piece of text, the menu might include text-specific
commands, but if the pointer was on the title bar of a window, the menu might include
commands for moving and re-sizing the window.
Popup menus provide an efficient way to access commands. Because they are
presented at the pointer's location, they eliminate the need for the user to navigate to a
menu bar or control bar. Furthermore, popup menus are only displayed on demand, so
they do not take up dedicated screen space.
2.4.3 Cascading Menus:
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A cascading or hierarchical menu is a submenu (also known as a child menu) attached
to the right side of a menu item (called the parent item, in the parent menu). Menu
items that lead to cascading menus are marked with a right-pointing triangle after the
menu item name.
Cascading menus can be added to dropdown menus, contextual menus, or even other
cascading menus. In general, the use of multilayer cascading menus should be
avoided, because they compound the difficulties discussed below for single-layer
cascades. The user drops down a cascading menu by selecting the parent menu item
with any of the usual for menu item selection techniques.
Cascading menus have several advantages and disadvantages. Except for complex
products with many commands, the disadvantages of cascading menus tend to
outweigh the advantages. In general, cascading menus should be avoided whenever
possible.
If cascading menus are used, they are most appropriate for ordinary commands (for
example, Insert Break -> Section), dialog box commands (for example, File Print ->
Preview...), and interdependent (one-of-N) settings (for example, Format Alignment ->
Left). Cascading menus are less appropriate for independent (M-of-N) settings (for
example, Format Character -> Bold), especially if users may want to choose more than
one setting at a time (for example, Bold, Italic, and Underline). In such cases, it is
preferable to place independent settings in a dialog or on a ribbon so that users who
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want to set multiple attributes can simply open the dialog once or directly access the
ribbon buttons, rather than repeatedly working through two levels of menus.
2.5 Widgets or Controls:
Basic set widget set consists of the following:
Check Boxes
Push Buttons
Radio Buttons
Choice boxes
List Boxes
Text Boxes
Static Text Fields
2.5.1 Check Boxes:
Check boxes control individual choices that are either turned on or off. When the choice
is turned on, the check box shows an X in it. When the choice is turned off, the check
box is blank. The user can toggle the state of a check box by clicking on the box or the
label with the mouse, or by pressing the SELECT key (SPACEBAR) when the check box
has the focus.
2.5.2 Push Buttons:
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A push button also known as command button is a rectangular shape containing a label
that specifies the action or response represented by the button. Button labels are
usually textual, but in control bars (e.g. ribbons, palettes, or toolboxes), graphical labels
may also be used. Graphical labels are particularly appropriate when the function of the
button cannot be concisely represented with a textual label but can be summarized by a
single picture. Graphical labels are also useful in reducing clutter when many buttons
are presented in a small space, as in toolboxes.
The use can choose a command button by clicking the mouse while the pointer is over
the button. The action associated with the push button is initiated when the mouse
button is released.
2.5.3 Radio Buttons:
A radio button represents a single choice in a limited set of mutually exclusive choices.
Accordingly, in any group of radio buttons, the user can only select one at any time.
radio buttons are represented by circles. When a radio button choice is selected, the
circle is filled; when the choice is not selected, the circle is empty. If the number of radio
buttons in a group exceeds four, the buttons can be replaced by a standard or drop-
down list to save space. If space is not at a premium, however, radio buttons provide
easier access to choices.
2.5.4 Choice Boxes:
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Choice boxes are used to display choices for the user. The choices may be
represented by text, color, or graphics (bitmaps or metafile graphic objects). Selected
choices are highlighted. These can be presented in a variety of ways to the user
depending on the availability of space in the window. if conservation of space is not a
criterion then a whole list can be displayed for user choice.
If space is a criterion, the list can be partially displayed with scrollbar so whenever the
user sees the choice he could click on the item to make it a current selection.
On the same note, a spin button with up and down arrows can be associated with the
widget where user can either click the arrows to display the current choice or he can edit
the current selection field directly. No drop down list appears in this scenario.
2.5.5 List Boxes:
The list box is a rather sophisticated and multi-purpose widget with which the user can
view and modify information organized in rows and columns. The simplest case is a
single column list box in which the user can select a single row. Slightly more complex is
a single column list in which the user can select multiple rows. Then we have to consider
multi-column tables. The selection mechanism needs to be quite flexible. In some
cases, the user selects individual cells, in other cases, he will select only whole rows.
Also he might be allowed to select only one row in some cases, several rows together in
other cases. Finally, we should be able to support spreadsheets in which the number of
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columns and rows can be very large, selections can be fairly complex and scrolling is
available both in the horizontal and vertical directions. Apart from text list box supports
colors, and graphics as well. This widget also supports dynamic modification of cell
contents, insertion of new rows, new columns.
2.5.6 Text Boxes:
Text boxes are edit controls into which the user types. The user can accept the current
text, edit it, delete it, or replace it. The left and right arrow keys move the insertion point
within the text in an text box; when combined with CTRL, the same keys move the
insertion point to the beginning and end of the text. Mouse and keyboard selection of
text within edit controls follows the standard methods.
Most text boxes are only one line tall, but applications may also use multi-line edit
controls such as the Comments box. In multi-line edit controls, data that is too long to fit
on one line may either wrap to the next or extend beyond the right-hand boundary of the
control. Both single- and multi-line text boxes should support automatic keyboard and
mouse scrolling, to allow hidden data to be brought into view. Multi-line edit controls
may also include scroll bars. To insert a carriage return in a multi-line edit control in a
dialog, the user must press CTRL+ENTER, because ENTER alone would perform its
usual function of choosing the default button and closing the dialog.
2.5.7 Static Text Fields:
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Static text fields are used to present read-only textual information (e.g. the current
directory location). These fields are static in the sense that the user cannot change the
text in them; the application, however, can alter the text to reflect the current state of the
application. Static text fields are often used to label controls for which the system does
not automatically provide a label.
When the user accesses a static text field using a keyboard mnemonic, the focus is
passed to the next control in the TAB order. Accordingly, when a static text field is used
as a label, it should immediately precede the labeled control in the TAB order.
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3 DESIGN AND USAGE OF LOGIC SIMULATOR SYSTEM:
At this point our discussion will be categorized into resource management and
windows development process:
3.1 Resource management and design:
Good resource management techniques contribute to an aesthetically pleasing product.
Human factors contribute to choosing pleasing colors, fonts, pens, patterns, contrasts
and actual placement of the widgets within the window. Each window was carefully
designed keeping these factors in mind to offer a most easy to use system and at the
same time facilitating the learning process.
3.1.1 Basic consideration:
Care was taken to design the system under 640x480 resolution under the standard VGA
display mode. This is a minimum available industry standard. The reason is that when
the windows are designed, a specific origin and extent is determined for each one of
them. Under the above mentioned resolution we are guaranteed not to exceed 640
pixels in width and 480 pixels in height. Under the current industry limitations scaling up
or down a window's extents has serious repercussions on the font usage and the ability
of windows operating systems to adapt to real and logical pixel values. Logic Simulator
System when run under more common higher resolutions will just appear smaller
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without losing the essence of visual aesthetics. On the contrary if the system were
designed under higher resolution with windows occupying more than 640 width or 480
height then certain portions of the windows will appear clipped if we were to run Logic
Simulator System under 640x480. This holds true for any transition from higher to lower
resolutions.
3.1.2 Fonts:
Fonts were carefully chosen and compiled as built-in resources with the application.
Different resolutions and unavailability of specific fonts could affect the application
adversely. Care was taken to choose those fonts that are available in almost all the
window based environment. In this case times roman font was used.
3.1.3 Colors:
Colors are a personal choice. In this case a soothing combination of light gray, white
and sea green was used. these colors are most widely used in the industry as the
provide a most pleasant combination. Colors are also used as a formatting aid to relate
or tie fields into groupings[4].
3.1.4 Icons and bitmaps:
According to Byrne[3], simplicity of icons and bitmaps is critical when a task is
associated with the icon.
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3.1.4.1 General factors:
Icons are used because it is believed that they make it easier to locate items in a
graphical system. Icon search involves two kinds of actions which mayor may not be
related to each other. This is because icons generally have two parts: the icon picture
and a label. Thus an action is both over the icon pictures (referred to as "visual action")
and over the strings attached to the icons, termed as "semantic actions"[3].
3.1.4.2 Visual factors:
Size: generally, all the icons on the display are the same size. So while size may be a
useful way to discriminate between icons, it is typically not employed in current
displays[3].
Color: using color as a discriminating feature is effective[3], since my gui display
supports color.
Forms: the forms of the icons are broadly descriptive of the functions they invoke upon
being selected. Each icon corresponds to a distinct function and vice versa (ref.: text
editor window).
Spatial organization: icons are organized linearly on the top of the window to facilitate
identification and optimize client area(ref.: text editor window).
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3.2 Functional block design:
There are five basic components of Logic Simulator System. They have been
categorized into three broader categories. each of the categories and their
corresponding components will be discussed in detail. The whole project has been
geared towards two different design approaches: basic windows-dos interface approach
and a complete windows approach. There are some overlaps in functional components
in these approaches. behavior of each of the component will be described.
Basic functional components are:
(a) The Compiler
(b) The Simulator
(c) Simulate Option Window
(d) Project Options
(e) The Documenter or The Output Generator
Enhanced productivity tools are:
(a) A graphical text editor
(b) System clock
(c) Calculator
(d) A complete hypertext help
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Desktop features are:
(a) Tiling Windows
(b) Cascading Windows
(c) Arranging Icons
Following are the components and their corresponding design methodologies in a step
by step manner:
3.2.1 Security logon window design:
This window is common to both DOS-Window and just Window approaches. In modern
day user interface design it is almost always imperative to protect systems from
unauthorized individuals. In this case this essential feature was adhered to give privilege
to authorized students.
Upon execution a logon screen window pops up asking for individual's userid and
password. It is here that a decision is made to either load the DOS-WINDOWS or just
WINDOWS functional blocks of the user interface. This is done by selecting the
corresponding radio button. Two push button buttons 'OK' and 'CANCEL' have been
designed to confirm whether one wants to enter the system or not. OK and CANCEL
correspond to Boolean YES or NO.
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Figure 3.1 Logon Window
3.2.2 Main window design:
This window is common to both DOS-Window and just Window approaches. MUltiple
Document Interface Design Approach is followed in the design of Logic Simulator
System. This method of design was adopted to embrace concepts such as clipping and
invalidation. Clipping is a method used to prevent a large drawing from going beyond its
bounds. In other words, a large drawing is cropped or clipped so that it does not
inadvertently destroy other surrounding graphical entities[5].
As user interface interaction takes place on the screen (Le., moving windows around),
parts of other windows may be damaged multiple times. Instead of redrawing the same
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Figure 3.1 Logon Wrndow
3.2.2 Main window design:
This window IS common to both DOS-Window and Just Window approaches Multiple
Document Interface Design Approach IS followed in the design of Logic Simulator
System This method of design was adopted to embrace concepts such as clipping and
invalidation ClipPing is a method used to prevent a large drawing from going beyond its
bounds In other words. a iarge drawing is cropped or clipped so that It does not
Inadvertently destroy other surrounding graphical entities[5]
As user Interface interaction takes place on the screen (Ie, rnoving Windows around).
parts of other Windows may be damaged multiple times Instead of redrawing the same
,-
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area many times, simply an area will be invalidated. The window system simply collects
these messages and stores them until it is an appropriate time to send a redraw
message. In other words, the area is only drawn once. This keeps the drawing efficient.
Logic Simulator System has a Main-Window which acts as a parent for the rest of the
windows. Each window that is opened for user input-output is opened as a clipped child
window. The area within the Main-Window is referred as 'client area' and the movement
of each of the child window is limited to this client area. The system is based on a
unique parent-child relationship. The child windows have following properties:
(a) They can be moved around within the vicinity of their parent
(b) They can be minimized to an icon
(c) They have a unique labeled icon if and when they are iconlfied
(d) They can be moved around even in iconified state
(e) They can be maximized or minimized
(f) They are all modeless
(g) They can be resized
(h) They can be terminated at any time
(i) They are automatically killed as soon as the main-window receives a terminate
notification.
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Figure 3.2 Main Window
3.2.3 Compiler Window Design:
This is invoked by clicking compile from project menu in the menubar. Under DOS-
Window approach a DOS based program "m_comp.exe" is executed from this windows
interface and the control is passed to that process. Once the process is terminated, the
control comes back to Logic Simulator System. Just windows approach is described as
follows:
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Figure 3.2 Main Window
3.2.3 Compiler Window Design:
This is invoked by clicking compile from project menu in the menubar. Under OOS-
Window approach a DOS based program "m_comp.exe" is executed from this windows
interface and the control is passed to that process. Once the process is terminated, the
control comes back to Logic .Simulator System. Just windows approach is described as
follows:
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In order for the compilation to work, a project has to be loaded using the options menu.
Details of which will be described in a later section. The various components of the
compilation window are as follows:
(a) Compilation Status Area:
This is a multiline textedit widget which keeps a log of all events that occur on a
compile. It reports all the errors and upon a successful compilation it prints a 'successful
compile' at the end of the report. It has a scrollable nature that enables the user to freely
go up and down the list with the aid of a scrollbar or by 'UP' and 'DOWN' arrows or by
'Page Up' and 'Page Down'.
(b) Source File Compiled Field:
This is an output only single line textedit field. It lists the .src file along with a complete
path information when the compilation is in progress.
(c) Compile Push Button:
Compilation process is initiated by pushing this button. Compiler checks for errors in
user architecture design. If a project is not loaded then a modal dialog appears with a
relevant warning. Letter "C' was made the hot key for this button.
(d) Help Push Button:
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Window specific help will implemented at a future date. Left it open-ended. Letter 'H'
was made the hot key for this button.
(e) Exit Push Button:
Compile Window is terminated when this button is pressed. Letter 'E' was made the hot
key for this button.
Figure 1.3 Compile Window
3.2.4 Simulator Window Design:
This is invoked by clicking simulate from the project menu in the menubar see Fig 3.6.
Under DOS-Window approach a DOS based program "m_simul.exe" is executed from
this windows
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Window specific help will implemented at a future date. Left it open-ended Letter 'H
was made the hot key for this button.
(e) Exit Push Button:
Compile Window is terminated when this button is pressed. Letter 'E' was made the hot
key for this button.
Figure 1.3 Compile WIndow
3.2.4 Simulator Window Design:
This is invoked by clicking simulate from the project menu in the menubar see Fig 3.6.
Under DOS-Window approach a DOS based program "m_simul.exe" is executed from
this windows
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interface and the control is passed to that process. Once the process is terminated, the
control comes back to Logic Simulator System. The windows approach is described as
follows:
Project has to be loaded using the options menu at the time of simulation process.
Details of which will be described in a later section. The various components of the
simulation window are as follows:
(a) Load Memory Push Button:
This step is possible only upon the successful completion of compilation. Before actual
simulation starts, the following load-up and initialization procedures must be completed:
1. Check length of source code in bytes
2. Allocate memory for source code
3. Read source code in
4. Check amount of data memory required
5. Allocate memory for wires, registers and memory arrays
6. Read symbol table file in and initialize all memory as instructed
7. Establish linked list pointing to all clock states of registers, memory arrays, read
and write operations
8. Read file table in
9. Open files listed in file table
10. Read output format specifications in
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11. Simulation can take place now
(b) Simulate Push Button
At this point 'Simulate Option Window' is opened. It is here that the user is presented
with a choice of the kind of simulation he wishes to run. Details of 'Simulate Option
Window' will be discussed at a later section.
The actual simulation consists of an iterative process which starts with changing the
clock signal, running off the prototype, sending selected data to intermediate trace files.
Simulation should be discontinued when the prototype attempts to read records beyond
the end of an input data file. A non-fatal error message is displayed in the 'Message
Area List Box'.
(c) End Simulation Push Button:
This button is pressed when the user decides to end current simulation session. Here all
the open files will be closed and the memory will have to be reinitialized by pressing
'Load Memory Push Button' to initiate another simulation session.
(d) Clear Message Push Button:
This clears all the messages that accumulate in the 'Message Area List Box'. It is
advisable to clear these messages from time to time if you no longer need to view them.
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(e) Quit Program Push Button:
This clears all the memory and terminates the window gracefully.
(f) Current Project field:
This is an output only single line textedit field. It displays the name of the project
including the directory it is run from.
(g) Trace Output List Box
This is a widget which consists of multiple cells arranged in a tabular manner. This is
basically a multiple row and multiple column Iistbox. Here prototype names are arranged
in the horizontal header and their values are arranged in the vertical column
corresponding to the clock cycles.
A function is implemented to write contents of variables reference in the output format
specification file (.FMT) into an intermediate output trace list (.TRC). This trace list
contains the name of the prototype, simulation read-outs, and warning messages if any
occurred. This list will be processed by the "DOCUMENTER" and generate a formal
output file.
(h) Message Area List Box
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Message area is a single column and mUltiple rows Iistbox. All the warnings and error
messages are displayed in area.
Figure 3.4 Simulation Window
3.2.5 Simulation Options Window:
This is Windows only component. Under DOS-Windows approach this is taken care of
when m_simul.exe program is executed.
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Message area is a single column and multiple rows Iistbox, All the warnings and error
messages are displayed In area
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Figure 3.4 Simulation Window
3.2.5 Simulation Options Window:
This is Windows only component, Under DOS-Windows approach this is taken care of
when m_simul.exe program is executed,
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This Window is invoked when the simulator has done memory loading and the user
actually hits the 'Simulate' button in 'Simulate Window'. It consists of a textedit field, two
pushbuttons and a panel of Radio Buttons:
a) Simulate one clock cycle
b) Simulate 1/2 clock cycles
c) Inspect variables (Inquire wires, registers and memory elements)
d) Alter variables
e) Simulates until warning condition occurred
f) Simulates specified number of clock cycles
Note that a single clock cycle consists of two clock states. The first clock cycle is
numbered with zero. The half cycles are represented with CLOCK being active and
then inactive. Positive edge triggered devices, which are controlled by complemented
clock signals, are latched in at the transition between two clock cycles.
Selection (b) flips the clock signal to its complement level and simulates the signal
propagation originating from it. Selection (a) performs the above command twice in a
row. Selection (d) prompts for a name of a register followed by its new contents. ((d)not
yet incorporated). Selection (c) allows inspection at wires, registers and memory
elements(not yet incorporated). For registers and memory elements, the user will be
asked whether to probe the data-in or data-out pins. For memory elements, he will be
asked for the memory location. Selection (f) asks the user for the number of full clock
cycles to be simulated, this has to be entered into a textedit field labeled "Enter Number
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of Cycles". Selection (e) continues simulating until the occurrence of a single warning
statement.
Once a radio button is selected, to actually start the process, button 'Continue' is
pressed. This will trigger the simulation process. Push Button 'Quit' terminates the
window.
Figure 3.5 Simulation Option Window
3.2.6 Project Options Window:
This is Windows only component. This window has the following fields:
(a) Project Name textedit field:
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of Cycles' Selection (e) continues simulating until the occurrence of a single warning
statement
Once a radio button is selected to actually start the process button 'Continue IS
pressed This Will trigger the Simulation process PUSh Button 'Quit' terminates the
window
Figure 3.5 Simulation Option Window
3.2.6 Project Options Window:
This is Windows only component. This window has the following fields:
(a) Project Name textedit field:
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This takes in the name of the source file (.src or .Iog) without the extension. There is
some error checking done at this point. each character is passed through a special filter
which does not allow the entry of the following characters:
· ,/ , \\ ,+, * ,& ,/I ,%, $ ,# I @ , ! , = ,-, . , I ,{,}, [ , ] , : , ; ,?, > I < , , , ) , ( ,
II ,\ • User is immediately prompted if he hits a key corresponding to either one of the
above mentioned characters.
(b) Target Directory Name textedit field:
Here user is expected to enter a complete path of his development directory where all
his files reside particularly his source file. Example of this format could be :
C:\MYDIR\SOURCE
In this case "source" is the subdirectory under "mydir" in "C:" drive where all the files
including the source file reside.
(c) A panellivith compiler, simulator and documenter Check Boxes:
This panel gives the ability of selectively choosing the utilities that one wants to run in a
given session. Menu items corresponding to the unchecked Check Boxes in this window
are disabled in the main menubar. By default all the items are unchecked when this
window is invoked. For example sometimes it so happens that one wants to run only
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one or two utilities in a given session because one wants to preserve the results of a
previous session. In this situation this feature comes in handy as one would not
accidentally invoke that utility.
(d) 'OK', 'CANCEL' and 'HELP' pushbuttons:
When 'OK' button is pressed the contents of the field is stored in the inter project
structure and the window is terminated Some error checking is done at this point if the
program views an incorrect response and it prompts the user immediately.
When 'CANCEL' button is pressed the entire user input is ignored and the window is
terminated.
No response is implemented yet if the 'HELP' button is pressed.
Figure 3.6 Project Option Window
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3.2.7 Documentor Window Design:
This is invoked by clicking document from project menu in the menubar. Under DOS-
Window approach a DOS based program "m_doc.exe" is executed from this windows
interface and the control is passed to that process. Once the process is terminated, the
control comes back to Logic Simulator System. Just windows approach is described as
follows:
The documenter reads at least two files. The intermediate trace file (.TRC) contains the
output generated by the simulator. The format specifications determines the identifiers
to be included and its format. Optional conversion files are referenced if the user
requests to convert numbers into mnemonic symbols. The printable output file bears
the extension (.OUT). The same output is displayed in the outputlistbox.
(a) Project
This is a single line output only textedit field which displays the project source file loaded
earlier through the project options window.
(b) Format
This editable list box will allow the users to specify the format for the identifiers. This
feature is not yet implemented graphically but an ASCII file can be created to
accomplish the same functionality.
THE OUTPUT FORMAT FILE (.FMT)
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The output format specification file defines the header and the exact format of the output
file. It is divided into three sections:
1. Header size, conversion files
2. The header image
3. List of identifiers and associated information
FIRST PART: CONVERSION FILES
The first part must fit into a single line and contains two decimal numbers separated by
blanks specifying
a. Number of lines for header image
b. Number of conversion files.
The line is followed by a set of conversion file names with their extensions (if sed).
SECOND PART: HEADER IMAGE
The second part consists of a given number of lines as specified in statement (a.) listed
above. Any visible ASCII characters are allowed and every line is limited to 300
characters. An example of the first and second part of the format specification file is
shown below:
42 CODES.TXT SYMBOLS.CNV
SIMULATION OF A NOVELL MICROPROCESSOR, WRITTEN BY MIKE M.
Overflow bit
Prog Ctr. Stack Ptr Accumulator Carry bit
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The example instructs the simulator to access two conversion files and reserves the
following four lines for the header image.
THIRD PART:
The third part contains a listing of identifiers and associated information separated with
blanks.
<Identifier> <Column> <Row> <Width> <Radix>
Identifier
Column
Row
Width
Radix
=Any valid wire, register, memory
= 1 .. 300
=1 .. 10
=1 .. not to exceed column 300
=Data Representation, Le. Radix or Conversion
Identifiers:
Identifiers represent wires, registers, memory and ROM arrays as ~ecified in the
source code. For memories and ROMs, the location must be specified by placing the
address inside parentheses. The subscript may be .a number in any radix as available in
the simulation language. No blanks are allowed inside parentheses and between the
,.
memory name and the opening parentheses are allowed. The simulator references this
format file to assure that all identifiers are found in the symbol table and that subscripts
are defined properly. If not, the simulator returns an error message. Examples:
Register(1 )
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RAM(13)
Wrong:
Look_up(20H)
Mem[10] Ram_x [21] Hash_table[ 4]
Columns:
The column determines the location where the contents of the identifier is to be written
out. The domain lies between 1 and 300. The column must be at least 2 if a signed
(See radix) representation is to be printed since the minus sign appears one column to
the left. Most printers support 132 columns only, so it is recommended not to exceed
this value. On the other hand, some dot matrix and laser printers provide compressed
mode and allows squeezing a large number of characters.
Rows:
The row determines the location where the contents of the identifier is to be written out.
'Row' must be in the range of 1 to 10. If all data is to be printed on the same line, 'row'
should be set to 1. To allow blank spaces between two records, I recommend to leave
the first row blank.
Widths:
Width determines the maximum number of digits or characters not including the minus
sign to be used to present the value. Large values which do not fit into the allocated
space are crossed out with asterisks "****". Expressions obtained from conversion files
which are longer than the allocated width will be truncated. The width of a converted
mnemonic is limited to 20 characters. The other constraint is that the sum of 'Width' and
'Row' may not exceed 300.
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Improperly selected columns and widths may result in one numeral partially or fully
overwritten by another one. The documenter reads the format specification file and
starts printing the contents specified by the LAST line first of the list of identifiers.
Radix and Data Representation:
The 'radix' determines the base of the numeric representation, the representation of
negative numbers or a number referring to a conversion file.
Un-
signed
One's Tow's
Compl. Compl. Magnitude
Signed
B -B -B _B: Binary
N -N -N _N : Base 4 (Nibbles)
0 -0 -0
-
o :Octal 0 -0 -0
-
0: Decimal
H -H -H
-
H : Hexadecimal
0 .. 9 : Conversion files 0 thru 9
Table 3.2 Radix and Data Representation Table
Letter identifiers represent a particular radix and the prefix performs appropriate
representation of negative numbers. Numbers referring to conversion files are allowed if
their file names are specified on the first row. Given n: n < 9 file names, numbers 0
through n-1 are allowed. More about conversion files is discussed in one of the
following section.
SUMMARY OF FORMAT SPECIFICATION FILE
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[line 1
[ Image of header. Maximum width: 300 characters
[line n
Identifier Column Row Width Radix
EDITING FORMAT SPECIFICATION FILE AFTER SIMULATION
Given the simulator results are correct but the format of the document does not yet look
satisfactory, limited changes in the format specification file are allowed without re-
simulation.
Any changes are permissible in the first and second section indicating conversion files
and the header image respectively. The third section is subject to restrictions:
No identifier is to be added, removed or rearranged or renamed. However, 'column',
'row', 'width' and 'radix' can be changed freely. The order of the identifier list may reflect
a different order of data being printed.
(c) Update Push Button
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Once the user has completed his/her input in the format listbox he/she can push this
button to update at this point the information will be stored into the textfile as well as in
the memory. This update functionality is not yet implemented. But same functionality
has been described in (b).
(d) Results Listbox
Displays the output file (.OUT) generated when the 'Ok' pushbutton is pressed. Here
user defined format file and simulation generated trace files are read to generate the
output file. This is a multiple row multiple column non editable list box widget.
(e) Exit Push Button
clears all the allocated memory elements, closes all the associated files and terminates
the window.
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Figure 3.7 Document Window
3.2.8 Graphical Text Editor:
This window is common to both DOS-Window and just Window approaches. This
window was designed so that writing and debugging programs became easier, another
advantage of this feature is that multiple text editors can be invoked simultaneously for
viewing as well as editing. Problem with character based or single document editor is
that they require some complicated key combinations in text manipulation, cutting,
copying and pasting between files. The fact that there is no industry standard for a
particular editor, it makes it even more difficult to find the same or similar editor on
different platforms.
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- Format:
Identifier Name
Results:
Title:
I Ok
Figure 3.7 Document Window
3.2.8 Graphical Text Editor
This window IS common to both DOS-Window and just Window approaches. This
window was designed so that writing and debugging programs became easier, another
advantage of this feature is that multiple text editors can be invoked simultaneously for
viewing as well as editing Problem with character based or single document editor is
that they require some complicated key combinations In text manipulation. cutting.
copying and pasting between files The fact that there is no industry standard for a
particular editor It makes It even more difficult to find the same or similar editor on
different platforms
The idea to develop this text editor was to make editing features simple and more
intuitive and within the same environment/workspace. This enhancement and its ease of
use will give programmers more flexibility in this integrated development environment.
The various components of the compilation window are as follows:
(a) New Button:
When this button is hit a dialog box that says " Do you want to save the current file
before opening this ?" is brought up. This is always a beginning of a new editing session
of a new file.
(b) Open Button:
When this button is hit a dialog box that says " Do you want to save the current file
before opening a new one ?" is brought up. After the user input it presents a file
selection dialog box with the title "which file should I open?" this lists files starting from
the current working directory. User has the flexibility to go to any directory and chose
any file for editing.
(c) Save Button:
The title of the window bears the name of the currently open document. Document is
saved when this button hit.
(d) saveAs Button:
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When this button is pressed a file selection dialog box with a title "Enter the name of the
file to be saved as" appears. User can enter the name he wants to give the file and
specify the directory if he/she wants to save this file in a directory other than the current
working directory.
(e) Cut Button:
This is an example of Dynamic Data Exchange (DOE) functionality. Text editor is made
to share the clipboard with other applications. Identify the beginning and the end of the
portion of the text in the document and press the left mouse button at ttJe beginning of
the text you want to cut then drag the mouse without releasing the button till you reach
the end of the text. Now release the mouse button, at this point the text portion will
appear in reverse video (marked), now when the cut button is pressed the whole text
buttqn will be removed from the document and the document will be adjusted
automatically. In case this happens accidentally a provision is made internally to copy
that cut text portion to the clipboard which can be restored by pressing paste button.
(f) Copy Button:
This is also an example of Dynamic Data Exchange (DOE) functionality. Usage is the
same as above except instead of removing it just copies that text portion to the
clipboard.
(g) Paste Button:
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This is the third component of DOE implementation in the text editor. An insertion point
is set by clicking any where in the document and applying paste. This copies the current
contents of the clipboard into the document beginning at the insertion position.
(h) Print Button:
Not implemented yet
(I) Close Button:
Closes the document without saving.
U) Exit Button:
Text edit application is exited when this button is pressed.
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Figure 3.8 Text Editor Window
3.2.9 System Clock and Calculator:
These are Microsoft windows native programs and Logic Simulator System invokes
them from within its program domain. They were included for performance
measurement and some small calculations that programmer needs to do if need be.
3.2.10 Hypertext Help:
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Figure 3.8 Text Editor Window
3.2.9 System Clock and Calculator:
These are Microsoft windows native programs and Logic Simulator System invokes
them from within its program domain. They were included for performance
measurement and some small calculations that programmer needs to do if need be.
3.2.10 Hypertext Help:
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Open Interface provides a powerful hypertext widget. The hypertext textedit allows to
insert annotated text, which means text with embedded directives to control fonts, colors
and provide some basic hypertext capability. Annotations can be grouped in 2 different
classes:
-annotations that define a certain entity inside the text, such as for instance a "topic",
-annotations that define a certain active portion of the text, such as for instance a jump
to another topic.
In both cases, the annotation is defined in the text as a \ character followed by an
alphanumeric character, a { or }, or a [ or ]. When this widget encounters one of these
sequences, it immediately knows it needs to parse an annotation. If the text itself needs
to include a backslash, it should use \\.
3.2.10.1 Controlling Styles: how to define styles in the text:
defines style number n as font, bg color and fg color. font name and color names are
names of Openlnterface resources. If you omit the\font or\bg or\fg specification (or two
of those), the text edit will use the\font\bg or\fg defined by the previous style in effect.
\1, ... \n switch to style number n
\set_style "style name" switches to style "style name"
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switching to a style means that that style is going to be used for all the text starting at
the switch point up to the next switch point or up to the end of the current context.
Contexts are explicitly pushed and popped by the user using the following annotation:
\{ and\} push and pop a style context.
Let us describe the use of style contexts on a small example:
\deCstyle 1\fg color.red
\deCstyle 2\font font.bold
Hello\1 world. How are\{\2 you\} doing today.
gives:
Hello world. How are you doing today.
The text "Hello" will be displayed in style 0, which is: fg is the foreground color of the
text edit widget, bg is the background color of the text edit widget and font is the font of
the text edit widget (note: you may redefine style 0 with a\defstyle directive).
The text "world. How are" will be displayed in style 1, which is the same as previous
style in effect (0 in this case) except that the foreground color is red.
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The text "you" will be displayed in style 2. The font will be "bold", the foreground color
will be red (style 1 was previously in effect and style 2 does not define any fg color) and
the background will be as defined by style O.
The end of the text" doing today" will be in style 1 (overriding 0).
Styles can also be fully named:
\deCstyle "Style for special occasions"\font color.red
Hello\set_style "Style for special occasions" world
are a valid hypertext string.
NOTE: style contexts are also used to delimitate the mouse sensitive portions for
hypertext.
3.2.10.2 Hypertext Directives: how to embed hypertext directives in the text:
A hypertext document is usually organized in "topics". The topics are usually organized
hierarchically.
The hypertext system displays the "current topic". By clicking in active portions of the
text, the user may switch to a different topic. He should also be able to switch to the
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next or previous topic (visiting subtopics or not) or to the parent topic.
The hypertext system also maintains a history of the topics which have been visited and
the user may switch to the last topic visited too. This navigation
(next/previous/parent/last topic) is accessible through menus, buttons or keyboard
shortcuts.
Topics are the structuring elements of a hypertext document. One may also define
arbitrary (non hierarchical) links in a hypertext.
This system allows one to define "labels" in a hypertext document as well as arbitrary
"goto" links. "popups" can also be defined: when activating a link to a "popup", the
content of the popup is displayed in a popup window which is mapped as soon as the
mouse is pressed on the link and remains mapped unless the mouse button is released.
They allow to display temporary information.
The following hypertext directives are provided:
\topic "topic name"
defines a topic in the document identified by topic name.
\subtopic "topic name"
defines a reference to a subtopic.
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The mouse sensitive area defining the subtopic are the enclosing\{\} grouping. For
example:
\{\1\subtopic cc compiling\} source code.
\{\1\subtopic Id linking\} object modules.
defines cc and Id to be subtopics of the current topic.
"cc" and "Id" are the topic names. In the text the active keywords are "compiling" and
"linking" in style number 1.
one can also create arbitrary (non hierarchic) cross-references in a document with the
following directives:
Vabel "label name" defines an hypertext label identified by label name.
\goto "label name" defines a cross reference to a topic or label. The cross reference
applies to the\{\} group in which it is placed. For example:
\{\1\goto cc compiling\} will put the "compiling" keyword in style 1 and make it a cross
reference to the "cc" topic or keyword.
one can create temporary ( popup) references in a document using the following
directives:
\popup ''popup name" defines an hypertext popup identified by popup name
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\bring-popup "popup name" defines the link to the popup. The link applies to the \{\}
group in which it is placed. For example:
\{\1\bring-popup cc compilerV will put "compiler" in style 1 and establish a link to the cc
popup, so that when the user activates the link, the contents of cc will be displayed in a
popup.
One can create a glossary, that will be kept in an alphabetically ordered array, of terms
with their associated definition.
\glossary "glossary name" defines a glossary entry identified by glossary 'name. It can
be brought in a popup the same way the contents of a popup node is:
\bring-popup "glossary name" defines a link to the glosary entry.
The link applies to the \{\} group in which it is placed.
One can also create a list of keywords to be used in an index and in various searches.
The keywords are kept in alphabetical order by the hted, and for each one of them, it is
possible to find out which topics contain the keyword, and for instance, jump to any of
them.
Vndex "index text" defines "index text" as being a keyword. "index text" continues to be
displayed in the text edit.
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\keyword "keyword text" defines "keyword text" as being a keyword. "keyword text" is
skipped and not displayed in the text edit.
In general, some visual clue must be provided to the end user so that he or she
understands that there is an actions (command) associated with a certain piece of text.
This is achieved by embedding the directive in a context change, as shown in the
following example:
\{\1\goto "General" Return to generalV
The control on which context should be used for which kind of link is totally left to the
writer of the hypertext text. Now, Open Interface also provides a lighter mechanism, in
which the context switch need not be specified.
If the hypertext defines the following named styles:
\deCstyle "goto style" ...
\deCstyle "bring popup style" ...
then explicit context switches (if any) for\subtopic, \goto will be ignored and replaced by
context switches to "goto style". Similarly, explicit context switches (if any)
for\bring_popup will be ignored and replaced by context switches to "bring popup style".
Names must be either single words or multiple words enclosed in double quotes. For
instance:\topic "Table of contents" is valid, and defines a topic for which the name is
"Table of contents". All names have to be different.
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Multiple file support is made possible. In case the help text might span across several
files, the hypertext text edit understand inclusion of files with the following command:
When the actual hypertext string is parsed, the command is replaced in place by the
contents of that file.
3.2.10.3 Summary of Default Annotations:
<SEP>stands for one or more spaces.
(i) Definition of nodes
\topic<SEP>"topic name" or \topic<SEP>topic_name
\popup<SEP>"popup name" or \popup<SEP>popup_name
\glossary<SEP>"glossary name" or \glossary<SEP>glossary_name
\Iabel<SEP>"label name" or \label<SEP>label_name
(in the rest of the commentary, we'll just use the first form, but
valid.)
(ii) Jumping to a node
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both are of course
\goto<SEP>"topic name" or\goto<SEP>"label name"
\subtopic<SEP>"topic name"
\bring_popup<SEP>"popup name" or\bring_popup<SEP>"glossary name"
(iii) Pushing/popping contexts
\{
\}
(iv) Definition of a style
\deCstyle<SEP>num<SEP>\fg<SEP>color_res<SEP>\bg color_res<SEP>
\font font_res<SEP>...
or
\deCstyle<SEP>style_name<SEP>...
or
\deCstyle<SEP>"style name"<SEP>
(v) Changing style
\num
or
\set_style<SEP>num
or
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\set_style<SEP>"style name" or\set_style<SEP>style_name.
(vi) Inclusion of images
\insertjmage<SEP>icon_res_name
(NOTE: Only one image can be inserted per context. If you want to insert several
images inside the same topic, embed them in explicit contexts: \{\insertjmage one"\}
then\{\insertjmage "two"\})
(vii) Adding keywords
\index~SEP>"index text" or\index<SEP>index_text
\keyword<SEP>"keyword text" or\keyword<SEP>keyword_text
(viii) Include a file
\file file_name
3.2.10.4 Help Text Contents:
The help engine introduces the following assumptions on the contents of the help text
with which it is provided:
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- the topics have names that can be used by the application to identify logical topics.
For instance, no name such as Topic_23 should be used but rather: "How to start the
application". The names of the topics are used to build and manage the index and topics
browser.
- the topics are organized in topics and subtopics up to any"level".
- labels do not appear in the index but can be"jumped" into as topics through hypertext
links.
3.2.10.5 Help Engine Windows:
For each help engine instance, up to 4 non modal windows can be active:
-: the window with the help text
- the contents/outliner window
- the glossary window
- the history window
- the index window
The user can bring a help window either through the standard help text window or the
index / outliner in case he wants to look for a given topic in the help file.
(i) Help Text Window
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The help text window is the window that displays the contents of the help text in an
hypertext widget. Standard hypertext mechanisms described in the earlier discussion
were followed.
The help text window provides a set of commands in the menu bar that the user can
access to copy & paste the contents of the help into the clipboard, to print a topic or to
load other help files.
The help text window also provides a set of commands accessible through buttons that
help the user navigate through the help text and get other views (topic
"structure","history", .... ).
(ii) Contents/Outliner Window
The contents window provides a view of the hierarchy of topics that constitute the help
text. Topics n levels deep in the hierarchy are offset by n "tabs" to the right in the list
box.
The user can either double click on a particular topic or press the "Goto" button to
"jump" to the topic currently selected in the outliner list box.
(iii) Glossary Window
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The glossary window is an alphabetically ordered display of the nodes that are defined
as glossary entries in the help text.
Clicking in one of the entries will immediately popup the contents of the node, which is
expected to be a definition corresponding to the name of the node.
(iv) History Window
The history window keeps track of all the nodes that have been visited since the
instance of the help engine was activated. Double clicking on one of the nodes or
pressing the goto button will "jump" to the node currently selected in the list box.
(v) Index Window
The index window is an alphabetically ordered display of the sequences of text marked
as index or keyword in the hypertext text. For each one of them, the list box at the
bottom display the list of topics in which the text has been marked as index or keyword.
Pressing the return key or double clicking on one of the list box entries will jump to the
currently selected topic in the bottom list box. Both list boxes have keyboard binding, so
one can type the beginning of the sequence of text one is looking for, and the selection
on the top list box or the bottom list box will be positioned on the best match.
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4 TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Open Interface was used a tool of choice for the development of Logic Simulator
System. Open Interface is a multi-standard and multi-platform GUI development
environment. Open Interface offers large amount of GUI portability across the following
windowing systems:
OSF/Motif
OPEN LOOK
Macintosh
Microsoft Windows
Windows NT
OS2/Presentation Manager
Windows 95 (under development)
This level of abstraction was needed to provide an open solution to the current problem.
Platform independence is slowing becoming a need for industry where cost
effectiveness and resource optimization have become the key elements for success in
any product development cycle.
Open Interface combines the features of modularity, generation of messages by events
and concept of event manager from event driven paradigm with the concept of
inheritance, definition of messages and services, concept of generalization Vs
specialization and concept of whole Vs part from the object oriented paradigm.
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4.1 Software Development Process Using Open Interface:
1
I
Ii
I
I,
1
I I
I 1
Open Editor ResourceFile (.rc) Runtime
,. Resource
Database
(.dat)
I
~
I
C
Human RescompDeveloper Template
(.z or .c)
Open Interface
App ication
Open InterfacE
Libraries
I.-
I--
.. r r r
Non-GUI ~ Compiler Linker ExecutableCode
Non-GUI Libs
Figure 4.1 Software Development Process Using Open Interface
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(i) Open Editor is used to create resource files (.rc), runtime resource database (.dat)
and C language templates (.c). Resource files contain all the information about type,
size, position. color, cursor, font, pen, pattern and bitmap information about the windows
and the associated widgets.
(ii) C templets are generated by open editor. Each template corresponds to a specific
module in the resource database. Each C template contains code for Loading and
initialization of the window. It also contains callback or notification (messages to which
widget handlers respond) function skeletons for each of the registered widget in the
window. Every widget has own of notifications, some of them inherited from a parent.
Additional notifications are generated by mouse, keyboard, timer, focus and user
defined.
(iii) Rescomp is a resource compiler which is used to compile the resource files (.rc) to
generate a runtime resource database (.dat).
(iv) A Native C compiler (e.g., Microsoft visual C++ compiler) is used to generate the
object files which are linked with open interface libraries to form the executable file.
4.2 Logic Simulator System development:
Open Interface coupled with Microsoft Visual C++ compiler were used to develop this
application. Bitmaps (.bmp) were created in paintbrush.
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4.2.1 File listing:
- Resource files:
(i) about.rc: resource information about about window
(ii) logon.rc:
" "
logon window
(iii) parent.rc:
"
parent window
(iv) m_comp.rc: compile window
(v) m_cmd.rc: simulation options window
(vi) mainsim.rc:
" " "
simulation window
(vii) project.rc:
"
project window
(viii) maindoc.rc: document/output window
(ix) srctxt.rc:
" " "
text editor window
(x) options.rc:
" " "
project options window
(xi) viplav.rc:
" " "
application library
- C files
(i) about.c source code for about window
(ii) logon.c
"
" logon window
(iii) parent.c
" "
" main (parent) window
(iv) m_comp.c
"
" compile window
(v) m_cmd.c
"
" simulation choice window
(vi) mainsim.c
" "
" simulation window
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(vii) m simul.c
"
simulation window
(viii) project.c II project window
( ix ) m doc.c document window
(x) maindoc.c
"
document window
(xi) srctxt.c
"
text editor window
(xii) options.c
"
" project options window
4.3 Flow Charts:
In this section flow charts are shown for the various components of the system
4.3.1 Compilation Process:
Refer to figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3
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ICompile Menu Selected from
menubar
>---No
Yes
Set .Iog, .Ist
.sym, .fil, .cod
files
Figure 4.2 Compile Initiation Flow Chart
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Push Compile Button
from Compile Window
programO
if
GLOBERROR=O
Yes
1
symboUable_comO
I
Yes
>--------No --------,
GLOB_ERROR = 0
Terminate Compile
window
End Compile
Figure 4.3 Compile Process
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4.3.2 Simulation Process:
See figure 4.4 and 4.5
Load button
pressed in
simutation
window
if project options
set?
Yes
No
Display dialog box with
error message:
Project could not be
loaded, Please check
project options
Event loop
load_programO
reads the following files and load memory:
Symbol table (.SYM)
File table (.FIL)
Object code (.COD)
Output format(.FMT)
Conversions (.CNV)
Input data (.DAT)
if error?
Yes
Figure 4.4 Simulation Load Module Flow Chart
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Simulate
button pressed
in simutation
window
If
memory was
loaded
successfully
?
Display
Simulate options
window
>---No
Display dialog box with error message:
Project could not be loaded, Please
check project options or compilation
errors
Event loop
Push continue
or exit button in
Simulate
options
window
select one of the following:
- one cycle
~---Choice ----I - half cycle
- run till warning condition
- run for specified cycles
if
continue button
pressed?
Yes
run simulation
depending on the
choice from simulation
option window
if
error?
>-----No------.l
Yes
Terminate Window
generate error
message treminate
window
output data (.dat)
trace file (.trc)
set the Iistbox table
with trace results.
'----------No-----------'
Figure 4.5 Simulation Process
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4.3.3 Documentation Process:
See figure 4.6
Ok button
pressed in
document
window
Event loop
if project options
set?
Yes
No
Display dialog box with
error message:
Project not defined,
Please check project
options
documentO
The documenter reads at least two files. The intermediate trace file (.TRC) contains the output
generated by the simulator. The format specifications (.FMT) determines the identifiers to be
included and its format. Optional conversion files are referenced if the user requests to convert
numbers into mnemonic symbols. The printable output file bears the extension (.OUT).
Trace file (.TRC) ----> Documenter ----> Final output (.OUT)
Output format(.FMT) ---->
Conversions (.-l ---->
if error? No
Transfer output to
output Listbox in the
document window
if error?
Yes
No Close all open files
Terminate
document window
Figure 4.6 Documentation Process
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5 CONCLUSION:
The graphical user interface developed in this thesis presents an easy to use
environment for simulating logic architectures described in SLSL. It introduces the latest
technology improvements in the area of user interface design.
Care was taken to design the system using a cross platform development tool so that it
could be ported to 30 different supported platforms with ease. A two tier design
approach was maintained - DOS based and Windows based - so that further research
could be carried out with the same basic system files compile.c, simulate.c and
document.c as the DOS based system just executes the DOS programs from within the
windows environment. The windows version allows users to simultaneously edit source
files, compile and simulate them, view the output and modify the source accordingly; all
without ever leaving the windows.
In order to provide a more powerful and meaningful interface additional new windows
software packages were developed.
Hypertext Help utility was created and extensions as discussed earlier were provided for ''''"'
further development if need be. A Windows based generic Text Editor was created for
multiple viewing of the documents.
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APPENDIX A
THE DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE FOR LOGIC SIMULATION
AN INTRODUCTORY GUIDE
The descriptive simulation language is used to implement logic systems in a compact
fashion. The structure of the easily readable language exhibits properties commonly
found in Pascal and "C". Examples are separation of statements with a semicolon
instead of a new line and strong
variable and type checking. The one-pass compiler uses the "LL1" parsing method to
identify the contents and generates code simultaneously.
FILES USED BY THE COMPILER
Source Code (.LOG) ----> Compiler
Listing (.LST)
File Table (.FIL)
Symbol Table (.SYM)
----> Object Code (.COD)
All generated files except the listing (.LST) are referenced by the simulator. The data
structure of the binary file table (.FIL) may be machine dependent. It is highly
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"
.>
recommended to run both compiler and the simulator on the same type of computers,
i.e. pes.
PROGRAMMING STRUCTURE
Similar to modern high level languages, the code begins with the name of the prototype
followed declarations of necessary variables. These variables include wires, registers
and random access memory arrays.
The main body contains a set of statements describing the system and is enclosed by
"BEGIN" and "END.". The statements do not implement procedural algorithms directly
but describe logic circuits and become part of the system. Since all elements in
8_. j
hardware act in parallel, no specific requirements exist which require the statements to
be placed in some given sequence. Overall, this language is non-sequential, and the
simulation outcome will be the same regardless to the order of the statements.
The statements communicate among each other through interconnecting wires,
registers and memory arrays. These elements are referenced as variables and are
analogous to integers and character expressions in high level programming
languages. Most of the statements are assignments of some logical expression to a
wire, register or a memory array. Other statements include access to sequential data
files and more complex logic elements.
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The system is complete when all wires, registers and memory arrays are assigned, let's
say connected, to some expression. Expressions include constants, other wires,
registers and memories, and boolean functions of the above. An error message
appears when some variables are left unconnected.
SYSTEM systemname ;
declarations of wires, register and memory elements follow
BEGIN
main body
{ END;
declaration of wires, registers and memory elements follow
BEGIN
main body}
END.
Since the compiler runs only one pass through the source code, the identifiers declared
in other than first declaration blocks cannot be referenced in the first main body.
CASE SENSITIVITY
This language is not case sensitive. For the symbol table, all identifiers will be
converted to upper case.
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STATEMENTS
Similar to Pascal and "C", statements are terminated with a semicolon. Use of blank
lines, continuation of a statement on the next line, and use of ml,lltiple statements on a
single line is allowed. Spaces and all carriage control characters (ASCII 32 and below)
including RETURN, LINE FEED and TAB are treated as white spaces.
IDENTIFIERS
Identifiers consist of not more than twenty alphanumeric characters. Legal characters
are letters, digits, "$" and "_". The first character must not be a digit.
correct: CLOCK_PHASE_1 wrong: 1TEST
R1 ONULL
$EXTERNAL
NUMERIC EXPRESSIONS
Numbers can be expressed in binary, base-4, octal, decimal and in hexadecimal base,
but the numeric expression is limited to twenty characters and to an effective value of
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less than 2A 32. Exponents are not allowed. The following table lists use of different
radices:
10100B Binary (binary, use B)
110N Base 4 (nibbles, use N)
240 Octal (followed by 0)
20 Decimal
20D Decimal, also legal
14H Hexadecimal
All of the above numeric expressions represent the decimal number 20. The
hexadecimal letters "A" through "F" represent 11 through 15. A zero must be added in
front of the hexadecimal number if it starts with a letter. Else, the compiler interprets it
as an identifier.
COMMENTS
Similar to the "e" language, all comments must be enclosed with the following symbols:
/* and */.
BIT CONVENTIONS
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In an n-bit word, bit zero is at the right and represents the least significant bit. On the
other hand, bit n-1 is the most significant bit.
SYSTEM DECLARATION
The logic description must begin with "SYSTEM" followed by a system identifier not
exceeding 20 characters and a semicolon.
Example: SYSTEM FULL_ADDER;
DECLARATION OF VARIABLES
User-declarable variables are identifiers associated to wires, registers, random access
and read-only memory arrays. The declaration begins with a reserved symbol indicating
the type of element to be declared. A list of yet unknown identifiers separated by
commas follows and is terminated with a semicolon.
Elements
WIRE
REGISTER
MEMORY
Reserved Identifier
Wires and Busses
Clocked Latches and Registers
Random Access Memories
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ROM Read-only Memories
DECLARATION OF WIRES
The declaration of a wire includes the identifier of a maximum of twenty characters.
Options include specification of bit width and initial value. If the wire is not initialized,
zero is assumed, and if no bit width is given, one is assumed.
WI RE identifier1.:lS
identifier2 [ bit_width ],
identifier3 = init_value,
identifier4 [ bit_width] =init_value;
WIRE A_Signal, Bus_1[8], Write_Mode =1, Bus4[32] =OFFFFH;
The above examples represent a single wire, an eight bit bus initialized to zero,
Write_Mode initially set to 1, and a 32 bit bus initialized to FFFF(hex). Note that the
initial value must fit in the given number of bits (i.e. 255 into an 8 bit word), or
the compiler flags an error.
Initializing wires are useful only if logic circuitry exhibiting storage properties such as
NAND and NOR latches are used. Otherwise, the compiler detects and eliminates
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inconsistent initializations. A typical inconsistency is the same data level in two wires
connecting the input and the output of an inverter.
DECLARATION OF REGISTERS
Registers represent single word storage elements and are declared similarly as wires.
The options are the same as in the previous section. In the main body, a clock
expression must be specified to indicate when to trigger it. Data is latched in when the
clock signal changes from zero to one. Possible glitches in the clock signal will be
reported as warnings.
REGISTER identifier1,
identifier2 [ bit_width ],
identifier3 = init_value,
identifier4 [ bit_width] = init_value;
REGISTER flag, pC[16], overflow = 0, offset_reg[1 0]=1 023;
The examples include a simple latch called flag, a sixteen bit register initialized to zero,
an overflow latch, and a ten bit register initialized to 1023. Initial values become handy
specify initial states.
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DECLARATION OF RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY ARRAYS
Random Access Memory are declared by specifying the bit width of the address word,
the word size, and, if necessary, a list of initial values. The actual size of the array is the
address bit width raised to the power of two. If no initial value is
supplied, the entire memory will be initialized to zero. Memory arrays are clocked
similarly to registers.
MEMORY identifier_1 ( addr_bit_width ),
identifier_2( addr_bit_width ) [ bit_width ],
identifier_3( addr_bit_width ) = { list of numbers },
identifier_4( addr_bit_width ) [ bit_width]
= { list of numbers}
MEMORY bits(16), scratch_pad(2)[4] = { 5, 4, 1, 2}
The examples shown above are a 64K bit memory, and a pre-set scratch pad containing
four addressable four-bit words. The memory limit is set by 31 bit addressing space and
available system resources, whichever is smaller.
DECLARATION OF READ-ONLY MEMORIES
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ROM's are declared similarly as random access memories. The only difference is that
no write-access is allowed in the main body. It is strongly recommended to assign a list
of initial values.
ROM lookup_table(3)[4] ={5, 4, 1, 2, OAH, 10N, 11, 2 }
The example shown above is a look-up table of eight four-bit elements.
SYSTEM CLOCK
The system clock is supplied through the reserved wire called "CLOCK". The clock is
used most commonly to latch data into registers and memory arrays. As with any other
variable, the clock can be gated and and processed with other signals.
In case of an expression being assigned to a register or a memory array, and the
expression depends directly to the clock signal, note that the result is already available
before the clock latches it in. No problem arises if the clock signal is divided down with
a latch:
+--------------+
_I
+--1 D Q 1--+
Clock ---I Clk Q 1------ Clock 2
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Multiphase clock signals can be created with the latch shown above and some
combinational logic. The algorithm shown below generates a perfect four-phase clock:
Phi;1':= Clock * Clock_2;
Phi2 := -Clock * Clock_2;
Phi3:= Clock * -Clock_2;
Phi4 := -Clock * -Clock_2;
TRACE LIST
Since the simulator generates a trace list, a reserved wire called "TRACE" is available to
determine when to dump specified records to the output. If TRACE is not assigned to
any expression, it is assumed to be 1 all time and the simulator dumps records at all
clock cycles.
Example: TRACE:= -CLOCK * OTHER_CONDITIONS;
EXPRESSIONS
(\
/~
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Expressions are defined as references to constants, wires, registers, memory elements,
and boolean functions of the above. The following sections introduce you to
assignments and legal symbols to perform logic operations.
ASSIGNMENTS
Most of the statements are assignments. An assignment consists of a destination
variable, the ":=" assignment symbol, and an expression. Destinations can be wires,
registers and random access memories. Note that no destination variable can be
assigned more than once.
The assignment is correct if the bit width of the destination variable and the outcome of
the expression agree. Any unbalanced assignments will be reported as errors.
The most simple assignment represents a single bit buffer. A destination is directly
assigned to some variable.
wire1 := wire2;
wire2 := register1;
wire3 := stack(address);
/* assume wire1, wire2, and register1 have same bit width assume wire3 is 16 bits
and address is 8 bits wide if stack is declared as an array of 256 16-bit words. */
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ASSIGNING CONSTANTS
Constants can be assigned to wires, registers and memory elements. Unless the
constant is to represent a single bit, the numeric expression must be attributed with a bit
width. The attribute is indicated with a colon. For example, OFEH:16 ties a the
individual bits of the sixteen bit word to logic 1 and ground so the outcome results to 16.
The number must fit into the specified bit width, or an error is reported. Some examples
are listed below:
WIRE wire1 , wire2, bus1 [8], bus2[8];
BEGIN
wire1 := 1; /* Right *j
wire2 := 4; j* Wrong, constant too big *j
bus1 := 23H:8 /* Right *j
bus2 := 23H /*Wrong, since bit width is not specified *j
LOGIC GATES
Fundamental logic gates are represented with unary and binary operators. Both gating
of single signals and multiple bits are allowed. The compiler evaluates the number of
gates required and adds them to the system.
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BINARY OPERATORS
For the following examples, assume that all identifiers are of equal bit width n:
wire1 := a * b; /* n AND gates */
wire2 := a + b; /* n OR gates */
wire3 := a ! b; /* n XOR gates */
wire4 := a = b; /* n XNOR gates */
UNARY OPERATORS
For the following example, assume equal word size for all identifiers:
wire5 := -a; /* 1s complementation: n inverters */
wire6 := -a; /* 2s complementation */
wire? := <a; /* SHL, shifts word left, discards MSB */
wire8 := >a; /* SHR, shifts word right, MSB := 0 */
wirea := «a; /* shifts word left and increases bit width */ wireb:= »a; /* shifts
word right and decreases width */
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The first two operators perform 1sand 2s complementation. 2s complementation is
modeled as a bit inversion followed by an incrementer. The remaining operators do not
represent any gates but shifting bits. While the two middle shift operators return a value
of the same bit width, the bottom pair of operators increases and decrease the bit width
of the resulting word. Therefore, "«" shifter discards no bit.
COMBINATION OF UNARY AND BINARY OPERATORS
The unary and binary operators shown above constitute the fundamental functions
found in the simulator. These operators can be combined to provide more complex
functions. As in modern mathematics, these operators obey some rules of precedence.
Dot operations are calculated before addition and subtraction. In this language, the
operators are categorized in four classes of
precedence. Given no parentheses in an expression, the operators of the top category
and their adjacent variables are considered first. Parentheses are available to enclose
sub-expressions to assign higher precedence to them.
Class 1: - (1's Complement)
- (2's Complement
< (Shift left)
> (Shift right)
« (Shift left, bit width increments by 1)
» (Shift right, bit width decrements by 1)
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Class 2:
Class 3:
Class 4:
Use of subscripts (See "STRAND OPERATIONS")
* (And Gate)
! (Xor Gate)
= (Xnor Gate)
+ (Or Gate)
If more than one unary operator is used adjacently, the right most operator is executed
first. Note that "«" and "»" are two character operators. When the compiler detects
two such characters in a row without a white space in-between, it assumes to have
parsed a "«". Three "<"s result to parsing a "«"
followed by a "<", To instruct the compiler to parse a "<" followed by a "«", white space
must be inserted as shown here: "< «". In this case, the "«" is executed BEFORE
"<II
SUMMARY OF UNARY AND BINARY OPERATORS
All binary operators exhibit commutative properties. All binary operators except XNOR
show associative properties. For more information, please refer to literature about
Boolean Algebra.
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Given a,b,c,d, and e are wires, and given the rules defined above, the following
statements are true:
a*b + c*d is equal to (a*b) + (c*d)
a=b + c=d is equal to (a=b) + (c=d)
alb + c!d is equal to (a!b) + (c!d)
a*b = c*d is equal to (a*b) = (c*d)
a*b ! c*d is equal to (a*b)! (c*d)
a ! b = c ! d = e is calculated from left to right
a + !b = a + (!b)
-<b =-«b)
Examples:
wire1 := wire2 + reg1 * reg2; /* registers are ANDed first */
wire2 := -reg1;
wire3 := «(reg1 ! reg2);
wire4 := wire1 * (reg3 + wire2 * ( reg1 + reg2 ));
STRAND OPERATIONS
At some place, one may want to pick a single or a group of strands from a bus. The
compact subscript notation is available for this purpose. It consists of a set of numbers
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and subranges enclosed in rectangular brackets. As mentioned in the convention, the
first specified bit number in the subscript becomes the most significant bit of the
resulting word. Bits zero through n-1 are accessible in an n-bit word.
The subscript function joins the first class of precedence and therefore refers to the
preceding variable or expression enclosed in parentheses. The following examples
demonstrate the flexibility of this feature:
WIRE bus1 [8],bus2[8],bus3[8],wire1,wire2[2],wire3[3];
BEGIN
wire1 := bus1 [7]; /* wire1 = MSB of bus1 */
wire2 := bus1 [2,0]; /* wire2 = two bits from bus1 */
wire3 := bus1 [2 ..0]; /* wire3 = three bits from bus1 */
/* combinations of above follow */
bus2 := bus1 [6..0,7]; /* boolean rotate function */
bus3 := (bus1 + bus2)[6..0,7];
CATENATION
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The catenation function is used to line up two or more expressions and form a word
which bit width equals to the sum of the bit widths of every referenced subexpression.
Subexpressions must be enclosed in geometric braces like "{" and "}" and separated
with commas. The MSB (LSB) of the first (last) expression becomes the MSB (LSB) of
the outcoming result. Nesting of catenation is allowed. Some examples follow:
WIRE a,b,c,d[3],f[3],1[4];
BEGIN
d := {a,b,c}
f:= {d[2,O],c};
1:= { {a, d[1],c}, a};
RESERVED FUNCTIONS
A limited number of reserved functions provide more sophisticated logic circuitries. The
following sections describe available functions in detail. Most of the functions adjust
their size to the bit width referenced in their arguments. An
adder function referencing sixteen bit arguments represents a sixteen bit adder.
ANDSUM, ORSUM, ODDPARITY, EVENPARITY
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These four functions accept a single argument of any bit width, gates all strands
together and returns a single bit result. Example:
Dst := ANDSUM ( Src );
Dst := ORSUM (Src);
Dst := ODDPARITY (Src);
Dst := EVENPARITY ( Src );
WIRE A,B[8];
BEGIN
A:= ODDPARITY (B);
1* equivalent to
A := B[O]!B[1]!B[2]!B[3]!B[4]!B[5]!B[6]!B[7]; */
ANDGATE,ORGATE,XORGATE,XNORGATE
The above functions accept two parameters. The first parameter is a single bit used to
gate with each strand of the second parameter. The ~econd parameter can be an
expression of any bit width n. The function returns a word of the same
bitwidth n. An example follows:
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Dst := xxxxGATE ( Gate_expr, Src );
:WIRE A,B[4],C[4];
BEGIN
C := ANDGATE( A, B);
{ equivalent to
C := <A*B[3],A*B[2],A*B[1],A*B[O]>; HI:::
DECODER
The following function decodes an n-bit expression referenced in the only parameter into
an 2"n bit word. The maximum bit width of the argument is 5 and that of the resulting
word is 32. In the resulting word, a single strand is 1 while others are all set to zero.
Below is an example:
Dst := DECODE ( Src ) ;
WIRE B[3],C[8];
BEGIN
C := DECODE(B);
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HAMMING WEIGHT
The "Weight" function accepts a single parameter of any legal bit width counts the
number of ones and returns it. Note that the "Weight" function returns different size
words with respect to the expression. Please refer to the following table. An
implementation of this function is the use of Wallace Trees.
Dst := WEIGHT ( Src ) ;
( Destination
Bit Width
Source Expr.
Bit Width
1 1
2 2, 3
3 4- 7
4 8-15;~;:
5 16-31
6 32
Example:
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D := Weight ( 1FH:19 );
D is assigned to 5.
INCREMENT AND DECREMENT
These functions increment and decrement the only parameter. If a maximum possible
value (or zero) is to be incremented (decremented), the outcome will be zero (or the
maximum value).
Example:
Dst := Inc ( Src );
Dst := Dec ( Src );
WIRE A[6],B[6];
BEGIN
B:= INC(A);
MULTIPLEXER
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The multiplxer function accepts one n-bit expression to be the selector and 2"n further
k-bit expressions. The contents of the first expression select one of the following
expressions and returns them. The first (last) parameter following the selector is
selected if the selector is zero (2"n). An example is shown below:
Dst := MUX ( Select_expr, src1, src2, ... srcn ) ;
WI RE RESULT[1 0],A[1 0], B[1 a],C[1 0],D[1 0],SEL[2];
BEGIN
RESULT := MUX ( SEL, A, B, C, D );
BUS FUNCTION
The BUS function is designed to emulate a simple bi-directional bus. Incoming
parameters are a set of input expressions associated with an output-enable bit. If one
output-enable signal is active, the selected input is returned. The outcome is zero if no
tri-state drivers are active, and an error is flagged if more than one output-enable is
active. Note that the bit width of all input and output busses must be equal. Below is an
example to indicate the format:
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Ost := BUSFUNC ( Oe1, Src1, Oe2, Src2, ... Oen, Srcn ) ;
Where
Oex = Output enable bits
Srcx = Source expressions to be selected
WIRE MAIN_BUS[16].BUS1 [16],BUS2[16],BUS3[16].
OUTPUT_ENA_1,OUTPUT_ENA_2,OUTPUT_ENA_3; ~
BEGIN:~:iK
MAIN_BUS:= BUSFUNC (OUTPUT_ENA_1, BUS1, OUTPUT_ENA_2, BUS2,
OUTPUT_ENA_3, BUS3 );
CARRY PROPAGATION ADDER
Carry propagation adders accept two n-byte summands and a single byte carry-in and
return an n-byte sum and a 1-byte carry. Both sum and cout must be WIRE identifiers.
WIRE A[32].B[32].Cin,Sum[32],Cout;
BEGIN
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CPA(A,B,Cin,Sum,Cout);
CARRY SAVE ADDER
Carry save adders accept three n-byte summands and return a partial n-byte sum and a
partial carry word. They become handy when fast addition and multiplication is required.
Note that p_sum and p_carry must be WIRE identifiers.
WIRE A[32], B[32],C[32], partiaLsum[32],partial_carry[32];
BEGIN
CSA(A,B,C,partiaLsum,partial_carry);
COMBINED ADDER CIRCUIT TO REPRESENT FOUR GENERALIZED FULL
ADDERS
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The concept of four types of generalized full adders is explained by Kai Hwang in
"Computer Arithmetic", pages 170-175. These adders can be represented by two logic
combinations:
Types 0, 3: S := A ! B ! C;
(Inv=O) C := AC + B(A+C);
Types 1, 2: S := A ! B ! C;
(Inv=1) C := AC + -B(A+C);
The simulator allows the use of a single adder statement to use include adders of all
types. An inversion word Inv determines the type of adder to be used for every single
,
bit. The variable which will be inverted to produce the carry is expr_B. The generalized
representation exists for both carry propagation and carry save adder:
CPAC(expr_A, expr_B, Cin, Inv, Sum, Cout);
FULL ADDER
The single bit version of carry save adders and carry propagation adders represent full
adders. Make sure that the bit width of all arguments are single bit expressions and
destinations.
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WRITING TO REGISTERS AND MEMORY ARRAYS
A clock expression is required to latch data into a register or memory element. These
clocked devices are triggered at the positive edge. To use negative edge triggering, I
recommend to invert the clock expression with this symbol: "_". Typically, the clock
expression is the clock signal AND-gated with some other eXP~ssion allowing the clock
to trigger the element. The format is shown below: '>
Register_name, c1ock_expr:= expression;
Memory_name [ addr_expr] , clock_expr := expression;
Where
Register_name = identifier declared as register
Memory_name = identifier declared as memory array
Clock_expr = boolean expression for clock input
Addr_expr = boolean expression for address input
Expression = boolean expression for data input
Example:
WIRE LATCH_IN,B[3], ADDR[3];
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REGISTER A[3];
MEMORY C(8)[3];
BEGIN
A,CLOCK*LATCHJN:= B;
C(ADDR*B),CLOCK := A;
ACCESS TO SEQUENTIAL DATA FILES
A unique feature in this simulator is the capability to connect the system to sequential
I/O files. It becomes handy when compiled assembly instructions and data sets of any
kind are to be read.
The READ instruction contains a file name, a clock expression to determine when to
read the next value (see WRITING TO REGISTERS AND MEMORY ARRAYS), and a
list of wires to which data is to be read. The number of wires accessed is not limited to
a specific value but rather to the capacity of the simulator. At the beginning of the
simulation, the first records are already
read into the wires. The files must be ASCII and the numbers can be expressed in any
radix described in "NUMERIC EXPRESSIONS".
READ ("file_name" clock_expr, wire1, wire2, ... wiren );
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The WRITE instructions contains a file name, too, a clock expression, and a set of
boolean expressions. The clock expression determines when to write the results of the
expressions in decimal radix to the output file.
WRITE ( "file_name" c1ock_expr, expr1, expr2, ... exprn );
Example:
WIRE INSTRUCTION[4], OPERAND[2], INHIBIT,
VAL1[8], VAL2[8], VAL3[8];
BEGIN
READ( "IN.DAT", CLOCK, '1, INSTRUCTION, OPERAND );
WRITE("OUT.DAT",CLOCK * -INHIBIT, VAL1, VAL2+VAL3 );
In this example, INSTRUCTION and OPERAND is read in at every clock cycle. results
VAL1 and the VAL2 OR-gated with VAL3
WHITE RANDOM NOISE FUNCTION FOR BINARY COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
dest =CHANNEL( source, to1, t10 );
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source =transmitted word, n bits
dest = received word, n bits
t01 = index for transition probability from ato 1
t10 = index for transition probability from 1 to a
both t01 and t10 must be expressions of bit width = 32
This function represents a binary communication channel exposed in random white
noise. The intensity of noise is modeled by two bit transition probabilities as explained
above. Use of the CHANNEL function becomes useful for designing and verifying error
control circuitry. No bit probability is assumed when t01 or t1 ais zero.
Since the simulator performs evaluation of statements only if one or more dependent
variables change, the binary channel is not recalculated unless one of the dependent
variables change. Say, value K is sent to the channel, and the output is K1 xor E1,
where E1 is some noise vector. If the next word K2 equals K1, noise won't be
reevaluated and the received output is K1 xor E1. However, this problem is solved by
modeling a dynamic channel. To add a different random noise vector at the change of
the clock signal, the source expression for the channel must grammatically depend on
CLOCK, where CLOCK should not affect the signal directly. One possibility is to use the
following expression for
source input
Andgate(Clock+1,Source);
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instead of "Source" alone. Clock is OR-gated with 1 and forced active all time. Hence,
the entire statement is reevaluated whenever Clock and possibly other dependent
variables change.
Calculation of Transition Probabilities
p01 = t01 /21\32, t01 < 21\32-1
1, t01 = 21\32-1
p10 = t10 /21\32, t10 < 21\32-1
1, t10=21\32-1
Where p01 =probability of zero to one transition
p10 =probability of one to zero transition
Binary Communication Channel Model:
source 0 ----------+--qO
+-----I--pl
1 - pO ------> 0 destination
plO ---------->
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Transmitted
+--pO
source 1 ----+--------ql
Noise p
v
Received
pOl ---------->
1 - pI ------> 1 destination
sO*pOl + sl*plO
source -------> channel ---------> dest
dO =sO*qO + s1*p1
d1 =s1*q1 + sO*pO
Where sO = probability of zeros transmitted in 'source'
s1 =probability of ones transmitted in 'source'
dO =probability of zeros received in 'dest'
d1 =probability of ones received in 'dest'
p =bit error probability
Bit error probability is specified in reciprocal form. Setting q =100 results to an average
of one of hundred bits to be complemented by noise. The following statement
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represents a binary symmetric channel (SSC) with transition probability of
1000000(hex)/(2"32-1) = 0.065
rcvr = channel( xmtr, 1000000H, 1000000);
Applications:
Convolutional Coding. A set of convolutional coders with different code generation
matrices and different decoding methods (Stack Decoding, Fano Algorithm, etc) can be
implemented to maximize the minimize the number of undetected errors for a specific
channel. Undetected errors should be counted and saved in a data file or shown on the
output trace list.
An appropriate arrangement of channel functions plus combinational logic should allow
modeling of custom channels providing error bursts and different type of bit error
distributions.
Source Coding: Different source coding schemes can be tested over a noisy channel to
investigate the effects of errors.
Generation of random numbers: Using a high bit error probability, the channel function
can be used to model a random bit generator with different zero and one weighting. It
may serve to model a source of signals to be encoded, transmitted
through a noisy channel, received and decoded.
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The compiler stops execution at the occurrence of the first error and reports it in the
generated listing (.LST file). All error messages are described below:
SYNTAX ERRORS
Syntax errors occur when the source code does not fully comply with the syntax
diagram. The message points out the illegal token and a set of allowed tokens.
FOUND ... WHEN EXPECTING ONE OF ...
SEMANTIC AND FILE ERRORS
Identifier, quote or number has too many characters
Identifiers, quotes, binary numbers and decimal numbers cannot exceed more than 20
characters. Hexadecimal, nibble and octal number can consist of up to 21 characters.
Insufficient system memory
Since the compiler allocates memory dynamically, this error occurs when no more
memory can be allocated for symbol tables and cross references.
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Same destination cannot be referenced more than once
In digital electronics, the output terminals of two logic elements of drivers cannot be
shortened. The compiler detects such short circuits.
Left and right sides of assignment have different bit widths
The expression on the right hand side of ":=" creates a word of an evaluated bit width.
Note that outputs of some reserved functions, catenation and splitting changes bit width.
This error occurs when the evaluated width does not equal to the bit width of the
declared destination variable.
Must specify a number between 1 and 32
While declaring identifiers, bit widths of wires, registers and memory cells cannot exceed
32 bits. The bit width of the address of the memory array cannot exceed 31 bits, but
this is detected as a different error.
Operands between +, *, ! and =are not ofsame bit width
This message appears when the compiler detects that the expression on the right side
of the operator does not return the same bit width as the expression on the left.
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Resulting expression is more than 32 bits wide
Any expression can generate a word of a maximum of 32 bits and is caused by illegal
splitting or catenating expressions. An example is shown below:
WIRE A[30], B[30], C[30];
BEGIN
A:= « A[19..0], B[19..0] » [29..0];
{ The catenation generates a 40 bit word}
Subscript bigger than actual bit width
When splitting a bus with "[", "]" and subscripts, the subscript must be less than the
declared bit width. If wire "W1" is declared as a 16 bit bus, the expression "W[15]" is
legal and
"W[16]" is illegal.
Second subscript behind .. is bigger than first subscript
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If a sub-set of consecutive strands is to be split from a bus, the first subscript must be
bigger than or equal to the second subscript. For example, "W[3..4]" is an error of this
kind.
Argument must be a single bit expression
Various functions, including bus and gating functions, and clock specifications for
registers, memories and file-I/O require a single bit expression and not some bus with
multiple strands.
Too few arguments in this function
~..-'
The number of parameters required for Multiplexers and ROM functions depend on the
bit width of the first parameter. This message occurs when insufficient parameters are
passed to these functions.
Too many arguments in this function
This error is similar to the previous one and occurs when too many parameters are
passed. Check the bit width of the first argument of the function.
Wrong address bit size used
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This message appears if the resulting bit width of the expression used to supply the
address for a memory does not agree to the declared address bit width.
Bit width of this argument must equal to that of destination
In multiplexers and bus functions, the bit widths of the inputs must equal to that of the
destination.
Argument of decoder cannot exceed 5 bits
The decoder can decode an expression of 5 bits or less. The 5 bit expression
generates a 32 bit word, namely the maximum allowed working bit width.
Constant exceeds specified bit width
This error' occurs, when the binary number of a parsed constant does not fit into a
variable with limited bit width. For example, assigning the number "5" to a two-bit
variable causes this error. The following examples represent this type of error:
WIRE A[3]=8, /* 8 = 1000, requires 4 bits */
8=2; /* 2 = 10, does not fit in single-bit wire */
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BEGIN
A := 8:3; /* Does not fit in 3 bit word */
Some identifiers have not been assigned to anything. See YES/NO column
At the end of the compilation, the compiler verifies every wire, register and memory to
make sure that no floating states occurs. Inside the source code, some value or
expression must be assigned to every destination.
Error occurred while creating/writing to symbol table .SYM file
Error occurred while creating/writing to file table .FIL file
Error occurred while creating/writing to code .COD file
These errors occur when the disk or directory is full or some other error occurred while
writing to these files.
Exceeded limit of twenty file READ and/or WRITE operations
This error occurs when a 21 st READ or WRITE operation is parsed.
Declared variables exceeded total 32 bit addressing space
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This error occurs when all wires, registers and memories require a storage space of
2A32 bytes or more. Due to side information associating these variables, a single wire,
for example, requires 6 bytes of information.
Single memory of size 2A 32 bytes or more is not allowed
Memory arrays using an addressing space a and a bit width of (b-1 )/8 +1 where a+b=32
are not legal.
Error occurred while creating/writing to code .COD file
The code file "name.COD" cannot be opened or written to. Either the file name is illegal,
or insufficient disk space is available.
'-
Insufficient memory for linked list to store code start addresses
Compiler has run out memory. Try to reduce the size of the code or use a computer
with more RAM.
Summands and/or the sum are not of same bit widths
This error occurs if the bit widths of the summands and the sum at carry propagation
adders and carry save adders do not cohere.
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Cannot shift a 32 bit expression to the left with < operator
Using "<" to shift an n-bit word generates an n+1-bit word. Since the simulator does not
support words of 33 or more bits, shifting a 32 bit word to the left is illegal.
Cannot shift a 1 bit expression to the right with> operator"
Since the ">" shifts an n-bit word to the right and generates an n-1-bit word, shifting a
single bit is illegal.
Incorrect number of initial values assigned to memory
If a memory or ROM array is to receive initial values, all memory locations are to be
initialized individually. For example, a memory addressed by a 4 bit word must be
initialized with 32 values.
32 bit expression expected
The "CHANNEL" function requires two probability parameters which must be 32 bit
words or expressions at all time.
THE FOLLOWING ERROR MESSAGES APPEAR DIRECTLY ON THE SCREEN:
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Cannot find source file
Check for correct directory path and file name.
Cannot open listing file
This error occurs if the compiler cannot open the listing file. Typical causes are full disk
or directory space.
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